In today's economy, a company is often defined in the global marketplace by its success in procuring, managing and enforcing its intellectual property.

Perkins Coie's IP practice combines the focus and flexibility of a boutique firm with the complementary services of one of the world's leading technology law firms. Our internationally recognized practice consists of more than 250 attorneys and agents who provide innovative, comprehensive counsel at every stage of IP protection and development, including patent litigation and appeals, post-grant proceedings, patent prosecution, portfolio counseling and technology licensing, as well as copyright, trademark, trade secret and unfair competition counseling and litigation.

Over 175 of our attorneys and other professionals have degrees in electrical engineering, computer science and life sciences-related fields, and many of our attorneys previously worked as scientists, engineers or in-house counsel. We have built a premier practice by immersing ourselves in our clients’ technologies and industries, and clients benefit from our interdisciplinary approach to matters. Our IP team is highly skilled at analyzing technology, with the experience and issue-specific backgrounds to master complex scientific issues.

**COMMITMENT TO PRACTICE INNOVATION**

We are an industry leader in developing technology-focused solutions to better serve our clients, including proprietary patent tools and portfolio analytic capabilities. Our award-winning tools, which provide clients greater visibility into data about our legal work, include Portfolio Dashboard, a cloud-based platform that allows clients real-time access to their patent portfolio data, increasing client control and reducing overall management costs, and P4, a custom workload management system that aggregates and cleanly displays matter status, deadlines and progress toward budget information in real time.

**Portfolio Dashboard.** With our proprietary Portfolio Dashboard, clients gain real-time access to their patent portfolio data and an easier report generation process, reducing overall management costs. Designed to put more power into the hands of our clients and help corporate management easily assess patent portfolio status and track portfolio progress, the dashboard pulls and presents data in a variety of simple-to-use graphs and reports.

**Perkins Coie Patent Prosecution Platform (P4).** Our custom workload management system focuses on managing large-scale patent prosecution portfolios effectively and efficiently. The streamlined, web-based tool aggregates and displays data from our docketing, time entry and billing systems in real time.


**PATENT LITIGATION AND APPEALS**

Perkins Coie regularly represents clients in high-stakes patent matters around the country. Our team litigated over 250 patent cases during the past two years, with achievements that include outright wins on motions to dismiss, summary judgments, and bench and jury trials. Additionally, we have resolved disputes through the negotiation of many favorable settlements. Our patent enforcement and defense experience spans the major centers of district court litigation as well as the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) and U.S. Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB).

When cases go up on appeal, we have a winning record representing clients in high-stakes patent appeals before the Federal Circuit. Our practice includes several former Federal Circuit law clerks as well as the former Solicitor and Deputy General Counsel for Intellectual Property Law at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). Our industry-shaping wins have garnered us recognition from Law360 as an appellate “Practice Group of the Year” in 2018, and as one of the firms that “dominated” in patent cases decided by the Federal Circuit the past three years in a row, ranking number one for win percentage (85 percent) and third in total victories in 2018.

In addition to our comprehensive patent litigation experience, clients benefit from access to the sophistication of an Am Law 50 national litigation law firm known for achievements in antitrust, unfair trade practices, product liability, trade secrets, copyright, trademark, international trade and other areas of law.
PATENT PROSECUTION AND PORTFOLIO COUNSELING

Perkins Coie has market-leading capabilities in patent portfolio counseling and prosecution, with more than 100 USPTO-registered patent attorneys and agents. Our investment in clients has allowed us to become authorities in numerous cutting-edge technologies. We leverage knowledge of caselaw and industry trends to draft quality patents and develop strategic patent portfolios that can better withstand future challenges and are also attractive to potential buyers and licensees. Our attorneys have filed over 8,400 new patent applications in the past two years on behalf of our clients and are skilled in navigating patent offices worldwide.

We also are one of the most experienced firms in patent-based transactions and have been at the forefront of the patent marketplace for the past decade, facilitating hundreds of millions of dollars of patent purchases or sales for clients. We have a dedicated in-house patent analysis team that utilizes multiple third-party software services to help deliver outstanding portfolio analysis results, guided by our significant experience helping clients identify monetization opportunities.

POST-GRANT PROCEEDINGS

With one of the largest patent legal teams in the United States, Perkins Coie routinely advises clients looking to the America Invents Act’s post-grant procedures and invalidity trials to protect or challenge patents. We have one of the most active and successful PTAB practices in the country with a deep bench of tested, high-performing patent litigators and prosecutors who have appeared as counsel of record in more than 380 IPRs and other post-grant proceedings on behalf of petitioners and patent owners. We have represented clients since the earliest days of IPR proceedings, accumulating a winning track record.

Our forward-thinking advice reflects our experience, our research from tracking decisions and other data, and our in-depth training programs for our attorneys and clients. Our practice includes the former Solicitor and Deputy General Counsel for Intellectual Property Law at the USPTO who also acted as the USPTO’s Chief Administrative Patent Judge in charge of the PTAB.

TRADEMARK, COPYRIGHT, INTERNET & ADVERTISING

Perkins Coie works closely with clients to identify and protect the integrity of their brands and distinguish clients from competitors. We help clients develop strategies and programs, identify and perfect IP rights, and assert or defend these rights. With more than 50 attorneys located in key markets throughout the United States and China, we have extensive experience in all areas of U.S. and international trademark prosecution, counseling, enforcement and litigation.

Our attorneys carefully manage more than 30,000 trademark filings and registrations for more than 950 clients in 180 countries across many industries. We have registered more than 3,300 trademarks in the last two years alone. We protect and enforce copyrights through registration, counseling and agreements, regularly representing authors, artists, companies and other organizations in the arts, entertainment and sports industry, as well as clients in many other technologies and industries.

We have extensive experience litigating trademark, copyright, trade dress, dilution, unfair competition, false advertising, false endorsement, domain name, gray market, and anti-counterfeiting and trade secret claims in courts across the country.

In addition, our attorneys help clients develop and implement IP investigation and enforcement programs, and we are frequently recognized for our capabilities and experience in the internet governance and ICANN space. We also assist in-house legal and marketing teams in planning for and executing advertising, marketing and promotional campaigns that comply with complex and rapidly changing state and federal laws and defend companies accused by consumers, competitors or regulatory agencies of violating these laws.

Our China IP practice has deep experience supporting multinationals with the registration, prosecution, maintenance and enforcement of IP rights in China. This group assists clients across diverse industries with the enforcement of rights to trademarks, copyright, patents and trade secrets before China’s administrative agencies and the People’s Courts. The team regularly supports clients in high-profile IP litigation matters and advises clients on privacy, cybersecurity, internet and other regulatory matters in China.

OUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE HAS GARNERED SIGNIFICANT RECOGNITION, INCLUDING:

- Named a finalist for *The American Lawyer* Intellectual Property Litigation Department of the Year in 2019
- Named by *Law360* as one of the top “Firms That Dominated the Federal Circuit” for the third year in a row, ranking number one for win percentage (85 percent) and third in total victories in 2018
- Named one of the top seven firms that general counsel look to hire for IP litigation, according to *BTI Litigation Outlook 2019*, an annual analysis of the legal landscape by BTI Consulting Group
- Recognized as a leader in “Innovation in Business of Law” for our patent portfolio tools P4 and Portfolio Dashboard by the *Financial Times*
- Ranked third for gender diversity in our IP practice in the 2018 Inclusion Blueprint Survey by ChIPs and the Diversity Lab
- Named by Law360 as having an appellate “Practice Group of the Year” in 2017
- Ranked among the leading firms globally, nationally and regionally for Intellectual Property: Patent by Chambers
- Ranked nationally for patent litigation and prosecution, trademark law, post-grant proceedings, ITC litigation and life sciences in the U.S. and for trademark law in China by Managing IP
- Ranked fifth among the most active national firms representing PTAB petitioners in 2018 by Lex Machina
- Ranked fourth among national firms handling patent defense cases in 2018 per Docket Navigator
- Named by Law360 as having an appellate “Practice Group of the Year” in 2017
- Ranked among the leading firms globally, nationally and regionally for Intellectual Property: Patent by Chambers
- Ranked nationally for patent litigation and prosecution, trademark law, post-grant proceedings, ITC litigation and life sciences in the U.S. and for trademark law in China by Managing IP
- Named as having a leading China trademark practice by the China Business Law Journal

SEE MORE ACCOLADES

- Ranked fourth among national firms handling patent defense cases in 2018 per Lex Machina
- Named among the top five startup law firms nationwide hired for IP and other services per Kruze Consulting
- Named the most-hired firm by America’s largest companies for IP litigation in 2017 by Corporate Counsel
- Named the U.S. News - Best Lawyers® “Law Firm of the Year” in Patent Law three times
- Ranked nationally and regionally for patent prosecution and litigation by Intellectual Asset Management
- Ranked as a leading firm for patent litigation by Managing IP
- Ranked one of the top ten law firms handling post-grant proceedings in 2018 per Docket Navigator
- Ranked one of the top five law firms for representing PTAB petitioners in 2018 by Managing Intellectual Property
- Named the seventh most active law firm in the country for inter partes reviews in Patexia IPR Intelligence Report
- Named Trademark Law Firm of the Year by U.S. News - Best Lawyers®

NEWS

10.10.2019

Perkins Coie Attorneys Mentioned in Law360 - ITC Ends Patent Probe Into Nintendo Switch

Grant Kinsel, Olivia Nguyen, James Coughlan, Kevin Patariu and Ryan Hawkins were mentioned in a Law360 article titled, "ITC Ends Patent Probe Into Nintendo Switch," regarding their client, Nintendo.

10.08.2019

Karen Lisko, Ph.D., Quoted in Law360 - How to Win a Patent Damages Battle

Karen Lisko, Ph.D., was quoted in the Law360 article, "How to Win a Patent Damages Battle," on various ways to set clients up for better end results in a patent trial.

BLOG

Constitutional Challenge under the Appointments Clause May Upend PTAB Proceedings

An order from the Federal Circuit on October 15 suggests the court may be close to holding that the PTAB has been operating in violation of the Appointments Clause, which could significantly disrupt PTO operations. The case presents important questions: whether the PTAB’s judges have been lawfully appointed, and if not, what happens to decisions...

PTAB Issues Precedential GoPro Decision That Even Service Of “Deficient” Complaint Starts IPR Time Clock

Today, the PTAB’s Precedential Opinion Panel issued a precedential decision holding that even a pleading that triggers the one-year IPR filing period. GoPro, Inc. v. 360Heros, Inc., IPR2018-01754 (PTAB Aug. 23, 2019) (Paper 38). In underlying district court litigation between the parties, GoPro filed a complaint for patent infringement against 360Heros on April 13, 2016. ...

Federal Circuit Rejects Latest Constitutional Challenge to Inter Partes Review

On July 30, the Federal Circuit issued a decision in Celgene Corporation v. Peter (Nos. 2018-1167, -1168, -1169, and -1171), where the patent owner argued that the PTAB’s authority to cancel claims through IPR amounted to an unconstitutional taking as applied to pre-AIA patents. Numerous patent owners have raised similar challenges since the Supreme Court expressly...

The Effect Of SAS Institute v. Iancu On IPR Practice
Previously, Emily Greb posted on the Supreme Court's decision in SAS Inst. Inc. v. Iancu, Dir. U.S. Pat. & Trademark Off., 138 S. Ct. 1348 (2018), which held that when the Board institutes an inter partes review, it must decide the patentability of all claims challenged in the IPR. Now, Emily and Tyler Bowen, with assistance...

PUBLICATIONS

10.22.2019

Two Paths for Accelerating Patent Prosecution in China
Updates
In recent years, with the increase in patent applications filed in China, the China National Intellectual Property Administration (CNIPA) has focused on expediting patent examinations to decrease the duration of the normal patent prosecution process.

PRESENTATIONS

12.03.2019

New Ways to Manage and Protect Your IP
Speaking Engagements
Sponsorships
MIP International Women's Leadership Forum / San Mateo, CA

11.20.2019

INTA Leadership Meeting
Receptions
INTA / Austin, TX

11.20.2019

Licensing and Commercialization for Life Sciences and Technology Companies
Speaking Engagements
Spokane, WA

11.04.2019 - 11.06.2019

Price & Sales Advertising
Speaking Engagements
Sponsorship
2019 ANA/BAA Marketing Law Conference / San Diego, CA

10.31.2019

How to Diligence, Value, and Protect Intellectual Property at Startups
Webinars
National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) and startup@BerkeleyLaw

10.29.2019

WG CN 10th Anniversary Celebration
Sponsorships
Women's General Counsel Network / New York, NY

10.23.2019

Colorado ChlPs Presents: Persuasive Speaking On Your Feet & From Your Seat
Speaking Engagements
Colorado ChlPs Event / Denver, CO

10.16.2019

Product Development: PD03 - Patents and Product Development
Speaking Engagements
AES New York 2019 147th Pro Audio Convention / New York, NY


FCBA Global Series 2019 – Hawaii
Speaking Engagements
Alohilani Resort / Honolulu, Hawaii

10.10.2019

Patent Indemnity: A How-To Guide
Speaking Engagements
ACC / San Diego, CA
10.02.2019 - 10.04.2019

**TechCrunch Disrupt SF 2019**
Sponsorship
TechCrunch Disrupt / San Francisco, CA

10.03.2019

**Paragraph IV Disputes Master Symposium**
Speaking Engagements
Paragraph IV Disputes Master Symposium / Chicago, IL
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**RELATED SERVICES**

**PRACTICES**
- Patent Litigation
- Patent Appeals
- ITC Litigation
- Patent Prosecution & Portfolio Counseling
- Trademark, Copyright, Internet & Advertising
- Post-Grant Proceedings
- IP Value Group
- IP Enforcement Programs
- Trade Secrets
- Technology Transactions & Privacy Law
- Emerging Companies & Venture Capital Law

**INDUSTRIES**
- 5G Technology
- Advertising, Marketing & Promotions
- Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning & Robotics
- Arts, Entertainment & Sports
- Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality & Mixed Reality
- Autonomous Vehicle Systems
- Biotechnology & Pharmaceutical
- Blockchain Technology & Digital Currency
- Clean Technology
- Healthcare
- Interactive Entertainment
- Internet & E-Commerce
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- New Space
Two Paths for Accelerating Patent Prosecution in China

There are two main paths for expediting patent prosecution in China: one is Prioritized Examination and the other is the Patent Prosecution Highway (PPH), both of which are free of official fees.

The Supreme Court's SAS Decision

Has all-or-nothing institution created a wave of change?

IAM Recognizes 33 Perkins Coie Attorneys as Top IP Practitioners and Names Firm a U.S. Litigation Leader

Perkins Coie is pleased to announce that the firm and 33 of its intellectual property attorneys were recognized by *Intellectual Asset Management* in the *IAM Patent 1000* list for 2019.

IPR>>IRL

2019 IPR Handbook: *Inter Partes* Reviews in Real Life
Perkins Coie Named a Finalist for the American Lawyer Intellectual Property Litigation Department of the Year in 2019

Perkins Coie Ranked a Top Firm for China Patent and Trademark Work by Asian Legal Business


Nine Perkins Coie Attorneys Recognized by World Trademark Review; Firm Named a National and Regional Leader

Perkins Coie Again Recognized as Top Patent Litigation and Post-Grant Firm in Lex Machina's Annual Report

Perkins Coie IP Practice Named a Finalist for the American Lawyer Intellectual Property Litigation Department of the Year in 2019
Perkins Coie is pleased to announce that it has been recognized by Law360 as one of the firms that “crushed it” in patent cases decided by the Federal Circuit in 2018.

READ MORE

Perkins Coie’s 1600 PTAB and Beyond blog reports from the intersection of the life sciences industry and key decisions and developments from the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB), district courts and appellate courts. We focus on IP analyses and insights within a practical and actionable context.

READ MORE
NDPAL
Northern District Patent Litigation Blog
Perkins Coie’s Palo Alto team of patent litigators addresses trends and significant developments in the Northern District of California. Our resident patent litigators provide on-the-ground insights from the courtroom on significant hearings and report on rulings that may not make it into the national legal news cycle but are important for attorneys practicing in the district to know.

READ MORE

CHINA IP LEGAL REPORT
A Critical Resource For Navigating Chinese IP Law
This blog serves to guide in-house counsel and U.S. patent attorneys on navigating Chinese IP law. We understand the ins and outs of China law and how it affects corporations.

READ MORE
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